We introduce the task of anonymous metrology, which involves hiding who made a measurement whilst allowing access to the result. With unsecure classical information processing it requires quantum resources. We establish the resourceful states, give forms for them, and determine their correlations. We separate the cases of having a trustworthy and untrustworthy source of states. The former requires quantum discord, using correlated modes of asymmetry. The latter entails entanglement with additional symmetry, and enables truly untraceable interactions. arXiv:1812.04374v1 [quant-ph] 
Quantum correlations can provide significant advantages over classical resources in performing certain nonlocal tasks. Teleportation of an unknown quantum state [1] , super dense coding [2] , and quantum key distribution [3] , are a few examples amongst other contexts [4] [5] [6] [7] . This has notably included their relevance to the power of quantum computation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , their uses in metrology [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and their roles in non-local information tasks like quantum state merging [18] [19] [20] . Quantum correlations can also be used to hide information non-locally [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , with recent studies investigating non-locally hiding computations [26] , and when it is possible to mask quantum information [27] .
In this Letter, we introduce the task of anonymous metrology, which involves encoding a continuous parameter in a state whilst hiding where the encoding happened. We identify the quantum states that enable the task and separately treat the two cases of having a trustworthy or untrustworthy source of states. We term the resourceful states as weakly anonymous (WA) and strongly anonymous (SA) respectively, and give physical intuition for the distinction by demonstrating how the SA states allow the location of the encoding to be not just hidden but quantum mechanically delocalised.
We derive general forms for the WA and SA states, using the notion of modes of translational asymmetry [28, 29] for the former, and for the latter showing equivalence to the entangled "maximally correlated states" [30] extended by degeneracy. We then determine the nature of the quantum correlations in these states. In general, quantum correlations exist in different "strengths", from discord [5] to full Bell nonlocality [31] , and understanding their respective utilities remains to be fully explored. To this end, we find that WA states require a form of discord that we term aligned discord, while SA states require a stronger type of correlation, correspondingly termed aligned entanglement.
Defining anonymous metrology -We introduce the task of anonymous metrology by way of an example, illustrated in Fig. 1 . Alice and Bob are in spatially sep- * a.paige16@imperial.ac.uk † benjamin.yadin@gmail.com arated laboratories, and one of them receives a system, the location of which they must keep hidden (e.g. some valuable diamond). Charlie wants them to probe it with a (finite-dimensional) quantum system to give him information about some continuous parameter θ (such as a refractive index). Alice and Bob can perform classical information processing and communication, but these are considered unsecure as Charlie can potentially hack and eavesdrop on them. They have no quantum channel, and their quantum operations are limited to acting on their quantum systems with single-system measurements (for tomography), and parameter-dependent unitary interactions U A (θ), V B (θ), (defined by local Hamiltonians H A , G B ) between the hidden system and a quantum system. Charlie is assumed to know the details of their setup. The task is to enable Charlie to learn θ, but in a manner where he cannot work out where the hidden system is.
FIG. 1. Illustration of the anonymous metrology task. Initially A and B share the state ρAB, and one of them is given the system to hide (illustrated by a diamond). They engineer the unitary UA, or VB, to encode θ into the shared state, then both halves are sent to C.
With no quantum resources this task appears impossible, since if θ is classically recorded in one of the laboratories then Charlie may access it and learn the systems location. We formalize this statement later. How-ever, we now allow Alice and Bob to request copies of a bipartite quantum state ρ AB . This can enable them to perform the task. To see this we consider the Bell state |ψ + AB = 1 √ 2 (|00 AB + |11 AB ). Alice can apply the unitary operator U A (θ) = e −iθ|1 A 1| , to produce |ψ(θ) AB = 1 √ 2 (|00 AB + e −iθ |11 AB ). But similarly Bob can apply V B (θ) = e −iθ|1 B 1| , and for all θ he produces exactly the same state. This indicates the solution to their problem. The one who has the hidden system interacts their half of the quantum state with it, to realize the relevant encoding unitary (they may need to use a rescaling such that θ ∈ [0, 2π)), and then they both send their halves of the state to Charlie. Given multiple copies Charlie can determine θ to arbitrary precision but there is no way he can tell if it was U A or V B that changed the state, so he cannot learn the system's location. Clearly the Bell state is a resource for this task, but we shall show that a number of quantum states are, and in some cases they do not even need to be entangled.
Anonymity and encoding conditions -For anonymous metrology there are two relevant sets of useful states, and the appropriate choice between them depends on the source of the states that Alice and Bob receive.
First we consider the situation where a trustworthy fourth party, who will never share information with Charlie, is sending quantum states to them. In this case, Alice and Bob request copies of a state ρ AB , that they choose from the set of all states which satisfy two conditions. The first is that they can find continuously parametrised unitaries U A (θ), V B (θ) such that, for θ in some interval,
This is termed the weak anonymity condition, since it ensures that for a given parameter the same state is produced no matter who actually encoded it. The second condition is that there is an interval from which different phases produce different states, i.e. given θ = φ in this interval, we have
We term this the encoding condition since it ensures that different parameters are mapped to different states, so in principle Charlie can always learn the parameter to a desired accuracy given sufficient copies. If however it is Charlie himself who is sending the states (or the fourth party is untrustworthy) then anonymity with these states is not assured. The most dangerous situation is when Charlie holds a third system and knows the joint pure state |ψ ABC , but Alice and Bob only know the state ρ AB = Tr C (|ψ ABC ψ|). Now to keep the encoding anonymous they need to be able to find unitaries such that
(up to an irrelevant global phase). We use this to derive a condition on the states ρ AB that they can choose. Using the Schmidt decomposition |ψ ABC = j λ j |φ j AB ⊗ |χ j C (in terms of an orthogonal product basis) we expand Eq. (3), and project onto |χ j C , to see that U A (θ)|φ j AB = V B (θ)|φ j AB . Now writing ρ AB = j |λ j | 2 |φ j AB φ j |, and acting from the left with U A (θ), we arrive at
This is termed the strong anonymity condition. Reversing the argument is straightforward. Hence we see that the state |ψ ABC has unitaries that satisfy Eq. (3) if and only if ρ AB = Tr C (|ψ ABC ψ|) has unitaries that satisfy Eq. (4). It is clear that Eq. (4) implies Eq. (1), but not vice versa, so the condition (4) is stronger. With this we now formally establish appropriate terminology.
Definitions: A state ρ AB is a weakly anonymous (WA) state if there exist unitaries U A (θ) = e −iθH A , and V B (θ) = e −iθG B that satisfy the conditions given by Eq.
(1) and (2) . The subset of these that also satisfy the condition of Eq. (4) are strongly anonymous (SA) states.
Pure States-For pure states the WA and SA conditions are equivalent, and furthermore we find that a pure state is WA/SA if and only if it is entangled. To prove sufficiency we use the Schmidt decomposition to write |ψ AB = j λ j |φ j A ⊗ |χ j B . Entangled states have λ j = 0, for at least two values of j, so without loss of generality we take λ 0 = 0 and λ 1 = 0. We now choose the unitaries U A (θ) = e −iθ|φ1 φ1| A , and V B (θ) = e −iθ|χ1 χ1| B , to satisfy the conditions. Hence all pure entangled states can do WA/SA encoding. To prove that for pure states entanglement is necessary we consider a separable state |ψ AB = |φ A ⊗ |χ B . The anonymous condition requires that we can find unitaries such that
and projecting this equation onto itself we arrive at | φ|U A (θ)|φ | = 1. This implies U A (θ) only imparts an unobservable global phase, so violates the encoding condition. Hence entanglement is necessary for pure states.
For the general case of mixed states the situation is more complicated and we turn to this shortly, after presenting a different non-local task that helps to physically illustrate the true distinction between the WA and SA cases.
Delocalised interaction -Hiding the location of a system from Charlie somewhat resembles hiding which-path information. So what if Alice and Bob are tasked with measuring a system that is put in a superposition of going to Alice and Bob? Can they perform measurements on the system without acquiring which-path information and thus without decohering the spatial superposition?
Formalizing the problem, we consider quantizing the path degree of freedom P of the system to be measured; it is put into some superposition a|L + b|R of going left to Alice and right to Bob. They probe the system with a shared state ρ AB , described by the controlled unitary
The final state of P remains unchanged when it factors out. This is found to recover the SA condition Eq. (4) -see Appendix A for details.
This emphasizes the fact that the SA condition ensures that no information exists on where the interaction took place. The measurement was quantum mechanically delocalised by the correlations. We now move from operational considerations to investigate the form of the resourceful states.
Form of WA states -In order to arrive at a form for the WA states, it is useful to employ modes of translational asymmetry [28, 29] . Given our unitary action
A . This is akin to Fourier decomposition of a function. We can select out modes with the twirling superoperator
One can verify that P ω
The twirling operators satisfy the relation U A,θ P ω A = e iωθ P ω A , and a completeness relation ω P ω A = 1. We can rewrite the WA condition of Eq. (1) in terms of superoperators by simply multiplying by e −iωθ 2θ0 , integrating θ0 −θ0 dθ, and taking the limit θ 0 → ∞, to get
We prove the converse by acting on this equation with
The e iωθ terms cancel, and then summing over ω using the completeness relations we return to V B,θ ρ AB = U A,θ ρ AB . Hence Eq (6) is an equivalent statement to Eq. (1). We also note that the encoding condition Eq. (2) becomes that there has to be some ω = 0 for which P ω A ρ AB = 0. From Eq. (6) we can now explicitly write the form of the WA states. First we define
where H A |i = E i |i , with H A the Hamiltonian generator of U A,θ , and similarly for B. Then the WA states are of the form
where we require non-zero terms for ω = 0 so that encoding is possible. This shows that WA states are those with correlated modes of asymmetry, which indicates a connection with the resource of quantum coherence [32] . We can view WA states as having correlated coherence in the eigenbasis of the unitaries. There is a formal similarity with the correlated coherence defined in [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Form of SA states -We now derive the general form of SA states. Here, working with modes of asymmetry is not as straightforward (see Appendix B), so we use a different approach.
Rearranging the anonymity condition of Eq. (4) to (U A (θ) − V B (θ))ρ AB = 0, and taking matrix elements in the eigenbasis of the local unitaries, we get (u i (θ) − v i (θ)) ii |ρ AB |jj = 0. The matrix elements that are not forced to vanish are those for which u i (θ) = v i (θ). Initially it is simplest to consider the non-degenerate case so that u i (θ) = u j (θ), ∀i = j and similarly for the v i . Under this condition the largest set of non-zero matrix elements is achieved by pairing every u i (θ) with a v i (θ) such that u i (θ) = v i (θ). Since relabeling is physically irrelevant we can write the non-zero matrix elements as ii|ρ AB |jj , and so we write the state as ρ AB = i,j ρ ij |ii jj|. This is the form of so-called maximally correlated states [30] . Note that we need at least one non-zero off-diagonal ρ ij = ρ * ji , to ensure that the encoding condition of Eq. (2) is satisfied.
We can lift our restriction to the degenerate case simply by introducing a new label, such that we write states that are degenerate under U A as |iλ . We then can write the form of SA states as
Hence the SA states are a generalisation of the maximally correlated states, where we note we only include the entangled ones. Having established the forms of useful states (see Appendix C for the generalisation to multipartite cases), we now discuss the quantum correlations. Quantum correlations required -In the tasks of anonymous metrology and delocalised measurement, we shall show that information is being hidden by the quantum correlations of the states. The main candidates are entanglement and discord, which can be defined mathematically by prescribing specific forms for the correlated states. A bipartite state is entangled if it cannot be written in the separable form ρ AB = i p i ρ
A bipartite state is discordant if, for some local basis, it cannot be written in any of the three forms ρ AB = i,j p ij |i i| A ⊗ |j j| B , ρ AB = i p i |i i| A ⊗ ρ B|i , and ρ AB = j p j ρ A|j ⊗ |j j| B , termed Classical-Classical (CC), Classical-Quantum (CQ), and Quantum-Classical (QC) respectively. Entangled states are a subset of discordant states.
As shown below, the WA and SA states form subsets of the known sets of correlated states. This indicates the resource is a quantum correlation subject to some additional symmetry constraint. We therefore use the terms aligned discord and aligned entanglement for the WA and SA resources, respectively. For aligned discord we establish that discord is necessary but not sufficient, and entanglement is neither necessary nor sufficient. For aligned entanglement we show entanglement is necessary but not sufficient. These results are illustrated in Figure  2 . WA Hamiltonian condition -Before proving these results, we recast the WA conditions in terms of Hamiltonians, to describe families of unitaries that encode a continuous parameter. If we were to demand Eq. (1) and (2) without enforcing the requirement of encoding a continuous parameter, then an anonymous encoding would be given by the classically correlated state ρ AB = 1 2 (|00 00| + |11 11|), with bit flip unitaries U A = σ x A , and V B = σ x B . Note that for the SA case there is no such distinction.
Writing U A (θ) = e −iθH A , and V B (θ) = e −iθG B , we see that the weak anonymity condition of Eq. (1) is equivalent to requiring that there exist local Hermitian operators H A , G B , for which
Similarly the encoding condition of Eq. (2), becomes
We can work with these conditions to intrinsically restrict to continuous parameter encodings. Aligned discord -To prove discord is necessary we start with a CQ state ρ AB = a λ a |ψ a ψ a | ⊗ ρ B|a , and we take that for some choice of Hermitian operators
We project A onto |ψ c ψ c | and use the fact that ψ c |[H A , |ψ a ψ a |]|ψ c = 0 to get λ c [G B , ρ B|c ] = 0, ∀c. From this it follows that [H A , ρ AB ] = 0. Hence we can only satisfy the anonymity condition if we violate the encoding condition. Essentially the same argument works for a QC state and hence it is true for all non-discordant states. This proves that discord is necessary for WA states.
The fact entanglement is not necessary is proved by the example of the Werner state [37] ρ W = a|ψ − ψ − | + 1−a 4 1. The WA conditions can always be satisfied using e −iθ|1 1| , except when a = 1, but the state is not entangled for values of a ≤ 1 3 . To prove that neither entanglement nor discord are sufficient we use a two-qubit example. We construct a state that is entangled and discordant but is not of the appropriate form as given in Eq. (8) . To do this we first define
. Now the example is formed by taking ρ = mρ 1 + (1 − m)ρ 2 . Picking the values a = 0.45, b = 0.4, m = 0.35, one can show that the resulting state is entangled (therefore discordant), but cannot satisfy the WA conditions (see Appendix D for details). Proof for discord alone can be given by the simpler example 1 2 (|00 00| + | + + + + |). Aligned entanglement -The fact entanglement is necessary for SA states follows from the form presented in Eq. (9), since any state of this form is entangled. The fact that it is not sufficient also follows, since not all entangled states can be written in this form, for example the Werner state. See Appendix E for a detailed account. Note the Werner state example also shows that the SA states are not simply the entangled WA states, but a strict subset of them. It also proves that steerability and Bell non-locality are not sufficient for aligned entanglement since for a > 1 2 the state is steerable [38] , and for a > 1 √ 2 it is Bell non-local [39] . Robustness -The anonymous metrology protocol has robust anonymity. If Alice and Bob verify that their state ρ AB is close to a WA/SA state σ AB , in terms of trace distance T (ρ AB , σ AB ) ≤ , then this bounds Charlie's ability to correctly guess who applied the unitary. For the WA case we have
See Appendix F for details. This means that given a single copy, the probabilities for Charlie to correctly guess are bounded as P W A ≤ 1 2 + , and
In general Alice and Bob send multiple copies, which Charlie could use to improve his guess. However using the property of the fidelity that F (ρ ⊗n 1 , ρ ⊗n 2 ) = F (ρ 1 , ρ 2 ) n , and the Fuchs-van de Graff
Hence robustness for many copies follows.
Figure of merit -Following similar considerations, we now define a general figure of merit for any bipartite state ρ used for anonymous metrology. Building from the previous section we find we can bound the increase in Charlie's guessing probability to δ by limiting the number of copies sent to be no more than n δ =
where ρ U and ρ V are the states Charlie is trying to discriminate between. The minimisation of the fidelity over θ ensures privacy for the whole considered range of parameter values.
The usefulness of a state in parameter estimation may be quantified by the quantum Fisher information (QFI) F [41] , which sets a lower limit on the uncertainty ∆θ with which a parameter θ can be estimated via the quantum Cramér-Rao bound: ∆θ ≥ (nF) −1/2 for n measurements. For a unitary encoding U A (θ)ρU † A (θ), the QFI is parameter-independent and we denote it as F(ρ; U A ). Since the QFI can depend on which side the encoding is done, we define the averageF(ρ; U, V ) = 1 2 (F(ρ; U A ) + F(ρ; V B )).
We now combineF, and n δ to form the general figure of merit n δF . This captures the amount of parameter information that can be transferred to Charlie with δ anonymity. From this we identify the state dependent part as the ratioF (ρ;U,V ) − log min θ F (ρ U ,ρ V ) . The larger this quantity, the better a state is for anonymous metrology. Note that this figure of merit depends on the choice of unitaries too, for a function purely of the state, we must maximise over all possible choices of Hamiltonian.
Conclusions -We have shown that quantum mechanics enables a metrology protocol whereby a parameter may be determined while hiding the location where it was encoded. We have determined the exact nature of the quantum correlations responsible for this phenomenon, according to the level of privacy required. With a trusted source of states, discord is needed, while entanglement provides privacy with an untrusted source. The useful correlations have a particular symmetry, and are named aligned discord and entanglement respectively.
We note that the difference between the WA and SA tasks resembles device-dependent versus deviceindependent cryptography, where the former requires access to discord and the latter requires entanglement [42] . It is significant that in the case of a trusted source of quantum states only discord is needed, since this reduces the technological challenge in realizing protocols. Unlike entanglement, discord and any benefits it brings are typically more robust to noise [43, 44] . The SA states are more practically challenging, but they bring additional operational power.
There is an apparent connection between aligned discord/entanglement and quantum coherence. This is made most clear by the redefinition of the WA states in terms of modes of asymmetry given in Eq. (6) . This suggests an interesting potential link between the anonymity resources and the resource of quantum coherence [45] [46] [47] [48] . The anonymity resources should arguably be viewed as a hybrid of coherence and correlation. One could describe it as correlated coherence, though this appears distinct from the correlated coherence of [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Our results highlight an operational boundary within the hierarchy of quantum correlations, providing a novel nonclassical task whereby different types of correlation are at play depending on the desired level of anonymity. We expect our work to stimulate further explorations of this boundary and its applications to secure quantum communication.
Alice and Bob want to measure a system that has been put into a spatial superposition, without decohering it. We consider the unitary that they jointly perform. Alice sets up her lab such that if the particle comes to her then she performs the controlled unitary U A , and Bob does similarly with V B (we leave the θ-dependence implicit). Together this gives the full unitary as
We act with this on the initial state
Writing the new state as a matrix in the L, R basis we have
We see that if
then we can factor out and write our state in the product form
Factorisation is also possible with any phase factor on the right-hand side of Eq. (A4), resulting in a relative phase appearing in system P . This phase may be absorbed into the definition of U A .
Appendix B: SA condition with twirling superoperators
Starting from the SA condition U A (θ)ρ AB = V B (θ)ρ AB , we act from the right with V † B (θ). We then multiply by e −iωθ 2θ0 , integrate θ0 −θ0 dθ, and take the limit θ 0 → ∞. Defining the split twirling operator
we arrive at
To go the other way we first note that by summing over ω we have ω P ω AB ρ AB = ρ AB , even though P ω AB does not satisfy a completeness relation. This allows us to perform essentially the same argument as in the WA case. First we define the superoperator W AB,θ (.) = U A (θ)(.)V † B (θ), and note that W AB,θ P ω AB = e iωθ P ω AB . We then act on Eq. (B2) with W AB,θ V B,θ , cancel the e iωθ terms and sum over ω to arrive back at the original SA conditions. However, the split twirling operator is not an established tool, and it does not appear straightforward to go from these expressions to a form for the useful states.
where = 0. (These two forms are related by a relabelling of the eigenbasis of ρ A .)
We can arrive at this by considering the general form given in Eq. (6), however here we present a constructive proof from the Hamiltonian WA conditions of Eq. (10) and (11) . First note the local Hamiltonian H A must share an eigenbasis with ρ A and similarly for G B . Using this local eigenbasis we take matrix elements of Eq. (10) to get (h i − g j − h i + g j ) ij|ρ AB |i j = 0, where h, g are the local Hamiltonian eigenvalues. From this equation we see that the diagonal terms ij|ρ AB |ij are unconstrained. To see what other terms are free to be non-zero we need to consider when we can make (h i − g j − h i + g j ) = 0.
Since we have 2 qubits we have 4 eigenvalues to set: h 0 , h 1 , g 0 , g 1 . The encoding condition Eq. (11) enforces h 0 = h 1 and g 0 = g 1 , and that ρ AB has at least one off-diagonal term, since H A ⊗ 1 B is diagonal and diagonal matrices commute with each other. We now have two options, choose h 0 = g 0 , and h 1 = g 1 , or h 0 = g 1 , and h 1 = g 0 . The first case allows the terms 00|ρ AB |11 , and 11|ρ AB |00 , to be non-zero and the second case allows 01|ρ AB |10 , and 10|ρ AB |01 . Putting this all together we arrive at the forms stated in Eq. (D1).
The facts that entanglement and discord are not sufficient are proved by a two qubit example that is not of the form given in Eq. (D1) but is entangled (and therefore discordant). First we define 
where we are quoting values only to one significant figure. This is not in one of the viable forms given in Eq. (D1).
Taking the partial transpose it has a negative eigenvalue. Thus by the Peres-Horodecki criterion [49, 50] the state is entangled. Since entangled states are always discordant, this example proves neither discord nor entanglement are sufficient. However if one wanted to show it just for discord, the simpler example 1 2 (|00 00| + | + + + + |), suffices. This concludes the proof.
For completeness we present an alternative way to arrive at Eq. (D1), using tools from asymmetry theory [51] . We can write the WA anonymity condition as a symmetry constraint by using the G-twirling superoperator. We have
where we define
Taking the two-qubit case we write 
where * denotes the entrywise product in the computational basis. When we integrate to perform the G-twirling, the two choices of either a = b, or a = −b, give the two forms of viable density matrix, as in Eq. (D1).
where we have defined σ AB = U A σ AB U † A = V B σ AB V † B , using the fact σ AB is a WA state. We now use the triangle inequality T (A, C) ≤ T (A, B) + T (B, C), to arrive at
SA case
Again Alice and Bob use some of their states to establish Eq. (F1). However, for the SA case we need to consider distinguishability for the fully purified states, so we need to bound T (U A (θ)|ψ ABC , V B (θ)|ψ ABC ).
First consider the fidelity between the two states U A |ψ ABC , and V B |ψ ABC . This fidelity is given by
Now consider
where in the third line we used that fact that σ AB is an SA state. From this we have |Tr(V † B U A ρ AB )| ≥ 1 − 2T (ρ AB , σ AB ) ≥ 1 − 2 , and using this with Eq. (F5) leads to a bound on the fidelity of
We now change this to an inequality in terms of the trace distance by using the fact that for pure states T (ψ, φ) = 1 − F (ψ, φ) 2 , to arrive at
